
NEW!
Gunite Silver Lightweight Brake Drum

Introducing unparalleled
performance, value and weight savings.

Made in the USA

Your only single source for industry-leading wheel end solutions.
STEEL & ALUMINUM WHEELS  |  DRUMS  |  HUBS  |  ROTORS  |  SLACK ADJUSTERS



Gunite has been a technology leader in the development and 
manufacturing of brake drums for the heavy-duty trucking industry since 
1924. Over its history, Gunite has become the standard by which the 
industry measures brake drum performance.

By continuing to develop new and better brake drum designs and 
manufacturing technologies, Gunite’s engineers have helped the 
heavy-duty trucking industry improve brake performance and reduce 
operational costs. Now, Gunite has reached another milestone with this 
new lightweight, full-cast brake drum.

The all-new Gunite Silver Lightweight Brake Drum (4000X) utilizes 
engineered design enhancements and an advanced metallurgy to 
affordably achieve the weight savings you need without compromising 
the performance you expect. That’s technology leadership. 

The Best Value
Provides an option for weight savings AND affordability that is positioned 
in the niche between our 9006X GOLD® lightweight premium drum and 
the 3600A®X full-cast standard drum.

Sure, other places can supply 
you with wheels or wheel end 
components. You pick from 
here, pull from there, but only 
one company manufactures 
and delivers the full range of 
components as a single source: 
Accuride Wheel End Solutions.

You get a partner that provides 
the broadest range of wheel 
end components in the 
industry. It’s the quality you’ve 
come to trust from Accuride 
steel and aluminum wheels 
and Gunite® brand components 
in a complete, wheel end 
component package. There’s 
no longer the need to 
spend the time coordinating 
purchases and delivery 
schedules with multiple 
suppliers. One order from 
one reliable source delivers 
one package full of industry-
leading wheel end products. All 
backed by unmatched service 
and support. Ordering from 
Accuride Wheel End Solutions 
is simply more efficient and 
economical, saving you time 
and money.

STEEL & ALUMINUM WHEELS  

DRUMS  |  HUBS  |  ROTORS   

SLACK ADJUSTERS

Your only single source for 
industry-leading

wheel end solutions.

Lightweight
With a weight of 99.5 lbs., the Silver drum achieves a 12.5 lb. weight 
reduction per wheel end when compared to a standard cast drum.  
The new Silver drum uses a high-strength gray iron with improved 
mechanical and structural material characteristics to create a lightweight 
alternative that saves you money while improving fuel economy.

Performance
Exceeds all Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 121 (FMVSS) 
dynamometer test requirements along with Gunite’s additional rigorous 
internal durability test standards.

Affordability
At 99.5 lbs. there is a weight savings of 11% over standard cast drums 
without the cost penalty that accompanies other weight-reduced 
lightweight premium drums.  You receive performance you can depend 
on at an affordable price point.

100% Made in the USA
Gunite’s manufacturing facility in Rockford, Illinois, is dedicated to 
producing Gunite-brand brake drums that are 100% cast and machined in 
the USA.  We measure the proximity of our supply chain in feet,  
not continents. 

Quality Consistently
We continually monitor and control our foundry’s metallurgy to achieve 
maximum consistency. Our drum machining centers incorporate the 
latest state-of-the-art technology – such as in-process quality checks of 
key characteristics – which translates into drums consistently produced 
to world-class quality standards.  You can depend on it. 

Gunite Silver Lightweight Brake Drum



Made in the USA

Uniform Heat Dissipation
The drum’s consistent section 
thickness ensures  uniform 
heat transfer performance

Brake Mounting Flange
Pocketed to contribute to 
overall weight reduction 
without compromising design 
integrity

Strength Without     
Compromise
Using state-of-the-art casting 
and structural simulation 
analysis tools and high-
strength gray iron enables 
an optimum-thickness 
wraparound design for an 
efficient transition between 
the brake surface and 
mounting flange

Advanced Machining
State-of-the-art machining 
process ensures consistent 
quality and reliability

Performance You Can                                      
Count On
Achieves weight reduction 
without compromising the 
drum’s strength, durability and 
performance
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Gunite’s Silver Lightweight 
Brake Drum continues Gunite’s 
heritage of performance.  It 
delivers reduced weight at 
an affordable price point, 
all without compromising 
performance.  That means 
dependable braking, built-
in durability, effective heat 
dissipation, consistent quality, 
and longer life.

Gunite Silver Lightweight Brake Drum

Interchange
Gunite’s Silver Lightweight Brake Drum is interchangeable with 
competing drums. Access Gunite’s cross-reference and interchange 
search at: accuridewheelendsolutions.com
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Your only single source for industry-leading wheel end solutions.
STEEL & ALUMINUM WHEELS  |  DRUMS  |  HUBS  |  ROTORS  |  SLACK ADJUSTERS

For more information:  (800) 677-3786 / (815) 964-3301  |  accuridewheelendsolutions.com
Gunite  |  302 Peoples Avenue  |  Rockford, IL 61104–7092
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 Gunite Silver Lightweight Brake Drum

Made in the USA

3600A®X
Full-Cast Standard

4000X Silver
Lightweight Standard

9006X GOLD®

Lightweight Premium

112 lbs. 99.5 lbs. 94 lbs.

26,000 GAWR 23,000 GAWR 23,000 GAWR

WEIGHT COMPARISON 16.5 x  7.0

SPECIFICATIONS

Part 
Number Brake Size

Width 
of Brake 
Surface

Pilot 
Diameter

Bolt 
Circle 

Diameter
Bolt 

Holes
Bolt Hole 

Size
Wheel 
Type

Drum 
Mount

Drum 
Weight

4000X 16.5 x 7.00 7.60" 8.78" 11.25" 10 1.00" Disc
Outboard/

HPM
99.5 lbs.

Weight Savings vs. Standard Cast

Weight savings 
per wheel end Weight savings 

per axle Weight savings 
total truck trailer 
combination*

Compared to  Gunite 3600A®X, 112 lbs.

Weight savings in lbs.

We understand your need to manage 
total vehicle weight and operating 
cost while maximizing payload.  We 
created the 99.5 lb. Silver brake 
drum to deliver the weight savings 
you need to increase payload and 
lower fuel consumption to achieve the 
lowest possible cost-per-mile. With 
its 12.5 lb. weight reduction per wheel 
end over full-cast drums – an 11% 
weight reduction – the Silver drum 
reduces a truck/trailer combination’s 
total weight by 100 lbs.  All this 
without sacrificing the quality and 
dependability customers count on 
from Gunite. 

* Based on use in standard drive and trailer axle applications.


